
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _______________________ a room here, shall I not?1. (shall/get)shall be able to get

________________________________ to the people?2.
(when/I/shall/speak/?)

When shall I be able to speak

I _________________________ it here, nor is such an explanation
necessary for what I wish to demonstrate.
3.

(present simple/not/explain)
am not able to explain

_____________________________ the wood before the storm broke?4.
(she/would/reach/?)

Would she be able to reach

I have been so much agitated, that I ______________________________
since Sabbath day.
5.

(present perfect/not/write)
have not been able to write

With an owner always about the place, and refusing to have pigs killed,
_______________________________________________, with satisfactory
frequency, in their favourite food, or offer it to their expectant friends on
Sundays?

6.

(how/he and his wife/would/indulge/?)

how would he and his wife be able to indulge

On that account women, as one half of mankind, have to undertake the
most important part of the problems of the time, problems that men
________________________.

7.

(present simple/not/solve)are not able to solve

Perhaps we ______________________ you a few pounds before the end
of the year.
8.

(may/send)
may be able to send

Perhaps I ________________________ your memory.9. (may/assist)may be able to assist

At that time, the colored people ________________________.10.
(past simple/not/teach)

weren't able to teach

He __________________________ it out.11. (should/paint)should be able to paint

He hoped that he ______________________ good work there.12.
(might/do)

might be able to do

I would that you _______________________ me from him!13.
(past simple/deliver)

were able to deliver
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The ice to be crossed is extremely rough, and explorers
_____________________________ smoother spots of any considerable
size.

14.

(present perfect/not/find)
have not been able to find

I was encamped somewhere within the district which he had chosen as
his home, but for a week or two I ___________________________ upon his
tracks.

15.

(past perfect/not/hit)
had not been able to hit

But you ___________________, I reckon; leastways, your ears is big
enough.
16.

(present simple/hear)
're able to hear

You are thinking how you ________________________ me?17. (would/kill)would be able to kill

But I ________________________________ these sculptures properly,
because the pillar is encumbered by the railing which surrounds the two guns
set before the Austrian guard-house.

18.

(present perfect/not/examine)

have not been able to examine

We thought you _____________________ us, if you wanted to.19.
(would/help)

'd be able to help

But he ______________________________ more.20.
(past perfect/not/afford)

had not been able to afford
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